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Kerri's #1 Best Communication Tip:

I feel               statements

If you want real dialogue with people, the kind where you get to the root cause of it all, really affect

change, both parties have to get real.  Getting real means being vulnerable.  

If you are the one wanting to start the difficult conversation, you have to lean into what Kerri calls "the

vulnerability dance" first.  How?  Share your feelings. 
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I THINK this is going too fast. 

I THINK THAT it's not fair.

I FEEL LIKE I'm doing too much work

comparably. 

It's LIKE I'm not sure if it will get better,

even if we try. 

We (all of us) intrinsically

resist being vulnerable.  

What do we do instead? 

We say things like this: 

Whether it is television, movies, podcasts, or

casual conversations - we use  filler words

dodge sharing our real feelings.  It's an

intrinsic habit to avoid the vulnerability dance,

when in fact, that dance is the very thing that

needs to happen. 

Reflect for a second - when was the last time

you used or heard someone use an 

"I feel                 statement?



Kerri's tips to sharing your I feel         statement

In previous newsletters, we have talked about strategies to build

your emotional intelligence (EQ).  Self-awareness is one of the

four pillars of EQ.  So let's pause for a jiffy here to think about

your self-awareness:  what do you do when someone is pushing

your buttons and not responding to your feelings the way you

want? 

Kerri is the first to admit that she will keep repeating her point if

she doesn't FEEL heard.  What does that behavior do for her?  It 

I feel concerned because we keep interrupting each other. 

I feel worried that we are taking on a new project when we are already tapped out. 

I feel grateful that we can talk so openly.  

Holy smokes - that must feel pretty overwhelming for you. 

Tell me what's at the root of this situation - anger or disappointment?

I'm putting myself in your shoes and thinking that feels pretty discouragin.

I feel concerned that we keep interrupting each other. 

I see a bunch of smiles; we are feeling pretty happy about this recognition! 

I'm worried that we aren't hearing from everyone equally. 

Strategies to lean into the vulnerability dance and express your feelings

Tip #1:  Come up with universal back pocket lines (to save you frantically thinking on-the-spot)

Tip #2:  Help someone else put words on their feelings

Tip #3:  leverage I feel             statements to help the group see patterns in its behavior
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Leaders must either invest a reasonable amount of time attending to fears and feelings, 

or squander an unreasonable amount of time trying to manage ineffective and

unproductive behavior.    ~ Brené Brown

 

It is always OK to feel what you feel.  

No one can take that from you.  
What we do with those feelings, of course, is what makes 

or breaks the communication.

certainly doesn't get her feelings met!  Over the years, she has developed back pocket "I 

feel              " statements that help communicate her feelings.  Back pocket lines set everyone up

in the room for greater success. 
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